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About this report
This report is based upon the Team Emotional Intelligence Profile (EIP) questionnaire 
which measures the team’s emotional intelligence, behaviours and performance in the 
workplace. The report presents the responses of those team members who have completed 
the questionnaire.

The results give an indication of current performance and provide a platform from which an 
accurate picture of the team’s strengths and development areas can be built.

The information within this report should be treated as confidential. A full understanding  
of this report should also take into account other relevant information such as the team’s 
purpose, team roles and team structure.

How to use this report
It is recommended that the information in this report is managed by an individual trained  
in using the Team EIP. They may also have experience of facilitating team development 
programmes. Typically, we recommend taking the following steps:

1. Become familiar with the Team EIP framework and the six scales described in the next 
section.

2. Review the information presented in this report. For example, what themes emerge and 
what are the key strengths and development areas?

3. Place this information in the context of the team’s circumstances and objectives. For 
example, which scales are most important to this team?

4. As a team, consider what this team could do that would make the greatest positive 
difference (complete pages 20 to 21).

Individual commitment to a group effort — that’s what makes  
a team work, a company work, a society work, a civilisation work.
VINCE LOMBARDI
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Introduction to  
Team Emotional Intelligence
Emotional Intelligence is a combination of attitudes and behaviours that distinguish 
outstanding performance from average performance. Team EIP, as with the individual  
EIP framework is made up of two parts:

Team Relationships
l Team members who positively value and respect each other (Climate) are more likely to 

be open and attentive towards one another (Openness), which will lead to strong and 
effective relationships (Collaboration).

Team Intelligence
l A team that is united by a shared belief and confidence (Morale) will be more motivated 

and engaged in whatever it is doing (Motivation) thus helping the team to perform well 
and achieve what it sets out to do (Effectiveness).

The relationship between the various parts of Team EIP is shown in the diagram below.

Note that the arrows of influence move from left to right for the Team EIP framework. This  
is because it is necessary to have strong relationships between team members first (Team 
Relationships) if the team as a whole is to perform effectively as a unit (Team Intelligence). 
The influence between each pair of scales is described below.

l Attitude  Team members who respect and value one another (Climate) are likely to have 
greater shared belief in the team and what they can achieve (Morale).

l Feeling  Team members who are open in their communication and aware of each other’s 
feelings (Openness) are likely to have a collective energy and enthusiasm for what they 
set out to achieve (Motivation).

l Behaviour  Team members who have strong relationships and work well together 
(Collaboration) are likely to behave and perform effectively as a team in achieving what 
they set out to do (Effectiveness).

sample
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The six Team EIP scales
The results within the Team EIP represent the team’s responses to the questionnaire along 
six scales:

Framework Scale Definition

Attitude The degree to which team members have 
positive regard for one another and create 
an atmosphere of safety within the team

Climate

The shared belief and confidence this team 
has in itself, its members and in what they 
set out to achieve

Morale

Feeling How openly team members engage with 
one another, and how aware they are of 
each other’s feelings

Openness

The collective energy and enthusiasm this 
team has to succeed in what they set out  
to achieve

Motivation

Behaviour The degree to which team members create 
strong interpersonal relations and work well 
together

Collaboration

How effectively the team behaves and 
performs in order to achieve what they set 
out to do

Effectiveness

1

2

3

4

5

6sample
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Behaviour
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Attitude
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Team EIP overview (framework)
The EIP framework shows the overall rating by team respondents on each of the six Team EIP 
scales, which are colour coded according to the key shown below.

Team EIP framework

1 – Strongly disagree

2 – Disagree

3 – Neither agree 
 nor disagree

4 – Agree

5 – Strongly agree

Please note: Negatively phrased items are reverse scoredsample
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Team EIP overview (wheel)
The diagram below shows the average rating by team respondents on each of the six  
Team EIP scales (as shown by a blue line).
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Please note: Negatively phrased 
items are reverse scored

1 – Strongly disagree

2 – Disagree

3 – Neither agree 
 nor disagree

4 – Agree

5 – Strongly agree

Guide to interpretation

There are two options for interpreting scores; 
either by the team’s actual raw scores or by 
how they compare to a comparison group.  
The team’s raw scores range from 1-5 and are 
colour coded as red, amber or green. It may 
also be useful to compare the raw scores with  
a comparison group. For example, a low raw 
score may be the same as, or even higher than 
the raw score for other teams.
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Team strengths
The table below displays the ten strongest scoring items for this team. This may consist of 
both positive items (highest scoring) and/or negative items (lowest scoring).

Avg. 
rating Item Team EIP scale

 4.8 Everyone in this team is valued and respected Climate

 4.8 People in this team really care about one another Climate

 4.8 This team pull together and support each other when Effectiveness 
under pressure

 4.6 As a team we strive for excellence and constant Effectiveness 
improvement

 4.6 Team members actively encourage and support one Collaboration 
another

Highest scoring positive items

Avg. 
rating Item Team EIP scale

 1.4 There is very little loyalty to one another in this team Morale

 1.4 There are team members who feel excluded in this team Collaboration

 1.4 People are quick to find faults in others within this team Climate 
and focus mainly on their weaknesses

 1.4 Relationships are kept fairly distant in this team Collaboration

 1.4 There is little tolerance towards individuals in the team Climate 
who are different in terms of their thoughts, feelings 
or values

Lowest scoring negative items

1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree
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Avg. 
rating Item Team EIP scale

 3.6 Team members understand the role they play in  Morale 
contributing to success in this team

 3.4 This team are good at finding creative solutions to Effectiveness 
problems

 3.4 This team values and respects other teams within this Climate 
organisation

 3 As a team we seek understanding of how our stakeholders Openness 
see us (e.g. other teams and our customers)

 2.8 As a team we are comfortable addressing and dealing  Openness 
with confrontation

Lowest scoring positive items

Team development areas
The table below displays the ten weakest scoring items for this team. This may consist of 
both positive items (lowest scoring) and/or negative items (highest scoring).

Avg. 
rating Item Team EIP scale

 3 Team members lack clarity on their roles and  Motivation 
responsibilities within the team

 2.8 This team does not allow sufficient time for rest and Effectiveness 
recovery

 2.8 The whole team can easily feel down and disengaged Effectiveness 
when something goes wrong

 2.4 The diverse skills in the team are not exploited or made Effectiveness 
best use of

 2.4 Very little recognition would be given to individuals in  Openness 
the team who express hunches or gut feelings without 
any facts

Highest scoring negative items

1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree
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1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree

Team item analysis
The tables below display the spread of scores given by team respondents for each item. 
The average score for each item is shown for the team and for the comparison group.  
The number or team respondents giving each score is shown in the score columns from  
1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly agree).

Items are listed in order from the highest to lowest rated items. For each scale there are two 
tables, one for positively phrased items and the other for negatively phrased items.

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

People in this team regularly show praise and 4.4 4 0 0 0 3 2 
appreciation towards one another

Political or psychological game play is not  4.2 4.1 0 0 0 4 1 
accepted in this team

Everyone in this team is valued and respected 4.8 3.5 0 0 0 1 4

This team values and respects other teams  3.4 3.2 0 2 0 2 1 
within this organisation

People in this team really care about each 4.8 4 0 0 0 1 4 
other

There is a strong sense of mutual trust within  4.4 3.8 0 0 1 1 3 
this team

1 2 3 4 5

Positive items

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

People are quick to find faults in others within  1.4 1.5 3 2 0 0 0 
this team, and focus mainly on their  
weaknesses

There is little tolerance towards individuals in  1.4 1 3 2 0 0 0 
the team who are different in terms of their  
thoughts, feelings or values

When individuals are unhappy in this team  2.2 2.5 0 4 1 0 0 
they tend to blame and criticise other people

People can feel threatened or intimidated in  1.4 1.8 3 2 0 0 0 
this team

Anybody who joins the team must conform  1.6 1.9 2 3 0 0 0 
or they will find life difficult

It is often difficult to judge people’s true  1.8 1.5 3 1 0 1 0 
intentions in this team

1 2 3 4 5

Negative items

Scale 1 Climate

sample
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1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree

Team item analysis

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

People feel proud to be part of this team 4.4 4 0 0 0 3 2

There is a healthy sense of confidence within  4.2 3.9 0 0 0 4 1 
this team and in what we can achieve

As a team we have a shared identity and  5 4.8 0 0 0 5 0 
common values

This team has a clear sense of what we want  5 4.5 0 0 0 5 0 
to achieve

Team members understand the role they play  3.6 4 0 1 0 4 0 
in contributing to success in this team

1 2 3 4 5

Positive items

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

The underlying culture in this team is to  2 1.8 1 3 1 0 0 
‘do your own thing’, rather than act for the  
good of the team

There is a strong feeling of being a ‘team’  1.6 1.5 2 3 0 0 0 
united by a common purpose

It can often be very difficult to get a consensus  2 1.9 2 2 0 1 0 
in this team

There is a little loyalty to one another in this  1.4 1.3 3 2 0 0 0 
team

Conversation is overly dominated by a few  2 2.2 0 5 0 0 0 
people in this team

1 2 3 4 5

Negative items

Scale 2 Morale

sample
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1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

People in this team are honest and open with  3.6 3.7 0 1 0 4 0 
each other

Members of this team share and learn a lot  4.2 4 0 0 0 4 1 
from one another

As a team we seek understanding of how our  3 3.2 0 2 1 2 0 
stakeholders see us (e.g. other teams and  
our customers)

People take time to really listen and  4 3.8 0 0 0 5 0 
understand one another in this team

As a team we are comfortable addressing  2.8 3.1 1 1 1 2 0 
and dealing with confrontation

1 2 3 4 5

Positive items

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

In this team it is difficult to voice views that  1.8 1.7 1 4 0 0 0 
are not shared by the rest of the team

Few people would be open enough to discuss  2.2 2 1 3 0 1 0 
their shortcomings with the rest of the team

Very little recognition would be given to  2.4 2.5 1 2 1 1 0 
individuals in the team who express hunches  
or gut feelings without any facts

As a team we give little attention to how  1.6 1.4 2 3 0 0 0 
people are feeling

People in this team give little consideration  2 2.2 0 5 0 0 0 
to the impact their behaviour has on others

People avoid offering constructive feedback  2 1.8 0 5 0 0 0 
this team

1 2 3 4 5

Negative items

Scale 3 Openness

Team item analysis
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Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

The prevailing mood in this team is positive  4.4 4 0 0 0 3 2 
and optimistic

Working in this team is intrinsically fun and  4.4 4.2 0 0 0 3 2 
rewarding

This team look forward to and are excited  4.2 4 0 0 0 4 1 
about the future

There is a positive ‘can do’ culture in this team 4.2 3.8 0 0 0 4 1

As a team we celebrate individual and team  3.8 3.9 0 1 0 3 1 
successes

People in this team feel empowered and  4.2 3.7 0 0 0 4 1 
responsible for their individual actions

1 2 3 4 5

Positive items

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

Before beginning team meetings there is  1.8 1.5 1 4 0 0 0 
often a sense of pointlessness and apathy

It is difficult to get active enthusiasm from  1.8 1.7 1 4 0 0 0 
this team

There is little sense of motivational (or  2.2 2 1 3 0 1 0 
inspirational) leadership in this team

Team members are more likely to bring  1.6 1.8 2 3 0 0 0 
others’ motivation down than drive it forward

Team members lack clarity on their roles  3 3.2 0 3 0 1 1 
and responsibilities within the team

There is a perceived sense of unfairness in  2.2 2 1 2 0 2 0 
how people are treated and rewarded within  
this team

1 2 3 4 5

Negative items

Scale 4 Motivation

1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree

Team item analysis

sample
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Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

People in this team are willing to adapt their  4.4 4 0 0 0 3 2 
own style in order to collaborate and get the  
work done

Team members are sensitive to others feelings  4.2 4.3 0 0 0 4 1 
in how they communicate

The leadership in this team gives a good  3.8 3.5 0 0 1 4 0 
example of how to respond to and deal with  
other people’s feelings

Team members actively encourage and  4.6 4.2 0 0 0 2 3 
support one another

This team knows how to relax and have  4 3.6 0 0 0 5 0 
fun together

Team members work well across the team  4 3.7 0 0 0 5 0 
without forming silo’s or clicks

This team collaborates well with other teams 3.6 3 0 0 2 3 0

1 2 3 4 5

Positive items

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

Conflict in this team usually leads to people  1.6 1.8 2 3 0 0 0 
falling out, holding grudges and personal  
resentment

It is usually the same few individuals in this  1.6 1.5 2 3 0 0 0 
team who get their way, because they are the  
most aggressive and others are more passive

Effective working in this team is regularly  1.6 1.7 3 1 1 0 0 
prevented because one or more members  
are obstructive and defensive

Task focus is so dominant in the team that  1.8 1.4 2 2 1 0 0 
little or no attention is given to people and  
building relationships

This team rarely has informal chats with one  1.6 1.2 2 3 0 0 0 
another, other than about work

There are team members who feel excluded  1.4 1.6 3 2 0 0 0 
in this team

Relationships are kept fairly distant in this  1.4 1 3 2 0 0 0 
team

1 2 3 4 5

Negative items

Scale 5 Collaboration

1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree

Team item analysis
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1 – Strongly disagree 2 – Disagree 3 – Neither agree nor disagree 4 – Agree 5 – Strongly agree

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

There is a strong sense that we are a highly  4.4 4.5 0 0 0 3 2 
effective and capable team

This team is good at spotting opportunities 4 4.1 0 1 0 2 2

The team make sound, well balanced  4.4 4 0 0 1 1 3 
decisions

As a team we strive for excellence and  4.6 4.2 0 0 0 2 3 
constant improvement

There is a collective accountability for  4.4 4.3 0 0 0 3 2 
achieving results in this team

This team pull together and support each  4.8 4.5 0 0 0 1 4 
other when under pressure

This team are good at learning from set-backs 4.2 4.3 0 0 0 4 1

This team are good at finding creative  3.4 3.2 0 2 0 2 1 
solutions to problems

1 2 3 4 5

Positive items

Item
Team 

average
Comparison 

average
Team scores

The diverse skills in the team are not exploited  2.4 2.3 1 2 1 1 0 
or made best use of

The whole team can easily feel down and  2.8 2.6 0 3 0 2 0 
disengaged when something goes wrong

This team does not allow sufficient time for  2.8 3 0 2 2 1 0 
rest and recovery

People in this team spend a fair amount of  2.4 2.2 0 4 0 1 0 
time blaming people or circumstances  
outside the team, or giving up

Once set on a course of action this team  2.2 2.4 1 3 0 1 0 
tends to ignore other options

This team always finds it difficult to change  2 1.8 2 2 0 1 0 
how things are done

This team focuses mainly on minimising  2 2.1 1 3 1 0 0 
problems rather than creating success

1 2 3 4 5

Negative items

Scale 6 Effectiveness

Team item analysis
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Team member’s comments
Team respondents were invited to give their comments under the following questions.  
They are presented in no particular order.

What does your team do well and should 
continue doing?
Lorperosto dignim del ent velit aliquis dolor incidunt accummy num velis ea consed tat 
delesectem adiamet loborem ip erci tat.

Velis ate tet accum vero od modio doloreet venim ver ilit.

Mod etum nonsent do eu facipit vulla acipsusci ex el enit aliquis dolobortie dolore et, 
veliquismod mod eu feugait am.

Sustrud magna augiam venim zzrit lutat alit.

Si tie te vel ute do del delis autate minibh eniam, vullaorperos augait augiam aliquam 
adiamco nsequamet niam, consecte modolor sis aliquamconse feummy niam.

Commy nonse magna feugueraessi etuerci tis dolore eugait er incilla orpero do dolore 
feugiat, con hendit alis alisseniamet augiam enis aut alismol oborem quisi te feuisisl el ut lor 
susto.

Usto dolute feummy nulput digna coreet ulla aut utpat del in vercin hent utpat vel duissisim 
venis aut inis nim ip el exerit lutatinim.

sample
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What would help this team to improve?
Lorperosto dignim del ent velit aliquis dolor incidunt accummy num velis ea consed tat 
delesectem adiamet loborem ip erci tat.

Velis ate tet accum vero od modio doloreet venim ver ilit.

Mod etum nonsent do eu facipit vulla acipsusci ex el enit aliquis dolobortie dolore et, 
veliquismod mod eu feugait am.

Sustrud magna augiam venim zzrit lutat alit.

Si tie te vel ute do del delis autate minibh eniam, vullaorperos augait augiam aliquam 
adiamco nsequamet niam, consecte modolor sis aliquamconse feummy niam.

Commy nonse magna feugueraessi etuerci tis dolore eugait er incilla orpero do dolore 
feugiat, con hendit alis alisseniamet augiam enis aut alismol oborem quisi te feuisisl el ut lor 
susto.

Usto dolute feummy nulput digna coreet ulla aut utpat del in vercin hent utpat vel duissisim 
venis aut inis nim ip el exerit lutatinim.

sample
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Please add any other comments you would 
like to include for the benefit of this team
Lorperosto dignim del ent velit aliquis dolor incidunt accummy num velis ea consed tat 
delesectem adiamet loborem ip erci tat.

Velis ate tet accum vero od modio doloreet venim ver ilit.

Mod etum nonsent do eu facipit vulla acipsusci ex el enit aliquis dolobortie dolore et, 
veliquismod mod eu feugait am.

Sustrud magna augiam venim zzrit lutat alit.

Si tie te vel ute do del delis autate minibh eniam, vullaorperos augait augiam aliquam 
adiamco nsequamet niam, consecte modolor sis aliquamconse feummy niam.

Commy nonse magna feugueraessi etuerci tis dolore eugait er incilla orpero do dolore 
feugiat, con hendit alis alisseniamet augiam enis aut alismol oborem quisi te feuisisl el ut lor 
susto.

Usto dolute feummy nulput digna coreet ulla aut utpat del in vercin hent utpat vel duissisim 
venis aut inis nim ip el exerit lutatinim.
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Team development

Team reflections
l What have you learnt or become aware of from reading your Team EIP report?

Team strengths
l How are the strengths of this team?

l What can your team do to make best use of its strengths?

Team development
l What is limiting or hindering your team’s performance?
sample
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Team actions
What actions this team will take for continued development.

Action  How we will measure success By when

sample
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